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Catholic Church
Will Repair Basilica On Resurrection Site

JERUSALEM, Jordan (NC)—Repair work on the Basilica of the Holy Sepulcher begins after a 2-517 stop in the spring. Picture shows, in the shadow of the structure surrounding the site of Christ's Resurrection, a new dome has replaced the one destroyed by fire in 1940.

New Lines. Partial restoration work in the Basilica of the Holy Sepulcher was started on Sunday. After picture was taken shortly before the nearly 300-year-old dome acquired its present shape, the structure surrounding the site of Christ's Resurrection, an old dome has replaced the one destroyed by fire in 1940.

The agreement provides for use of cement and glass in the new dome. The agreement states that the work of the Roushides and the church will be completed in three months. The agreement will be for a term of eight years.
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Movement Is Afoot to Revise The Index of Forbidden Books

VATICAN CITY (CNS) — Opponents of the Vatican's Index of Forbidden Books who have long sought its abolition are gaining ground...
Government, Private Groups Seen Foreign Aid Partners

KANSAS CITY, Mo. — "Poor" countries are receiving government aid from a newly formed committee to develop policies on foreign economic assistance in the United States. The approach is designed to cut the nation's foreign aid budget, cut the nation's foreign aid budget, cut the nation's foreign aid budget, cut the nation's foreign aid budget.

A panel of experts convened in Los Angeles, March 28, 1958, the day after President Eisenhower signed an executive order creating the National Foreign Policy Commission, by a majority vote of 2-1, rejected the idea of limiting foreign aid to 10 per cent of the nation's gross national product, the group's leaders said. The panel's report, which was unanimously approved by the panel, said the United States should not have to give foreign aid, but the nation's foreign aid budget, cut the nation's foreign aid budget, cut the nation's foreign aid budget.
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St. Louis Gearing Education To the Capacity of Students

ST. LOUIS - The most

impractical changes ever to

befall St. Louis high school curriculums

are scheduled to be

in effect on Sept. 16.

Starting in September, all

St. Louis high schools will offer

different levels of courses for boys,

boys'rk, and

students.

The vocational courses will

be offered to those interested in

agriculture, business, and other

fields.

Shamrock Manor Residence - 4200 Logan Avenue, Newbern, N. J.

Shamrock Manor Residence - 4200 Logan Avenue, Newbern, N. J.

Jerome J. Stanley

"Church Goods"

A NEW LOOK for an old Kitchen

This modern, up-to-date Kitchen shows what can be done in transforming an old fashioned Kitchen into a pleasant and efficient one.

A typical installation in one of Essex County's older homes. We can show you how to do the same thing in your own Kitchen.

As low as $5 Per

No Money Due to Five Years to Pay.

CALL ANY TIME, OR 5-6903-2-0888-Jefferson 9-6606

ANNEVEY CONSTR. CO.
The Pygmies

Louis Francis Budens

"And he shall bring in the sheep and the lamb, and the ox, and the ass, and all the beasts of the field; and all the birds of the air...
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No Revolutions in Garment Union
By Mgr. George C. Higgins
Director Social Action Department, NOPCC
Several years ago the Catholic Epiphany Industries, an industrial labor union, was formed among the workers of a number of garment plants in New York City. The union was organized by the American Federation of Labor and was affiliated with the Catholic Labor Union Council of America. It was a purely Catholic union, and the majority of the members were members of the Roman Catholic faith. The union was not a revolutionary organization, but it was an effort to improve the working conditions of the workers in the garment industry.

The union was successful in its efforts to improve the working conditions of the workers. It was successful in obtaining better wages, shorter hours, and better working conditions. It was also successful in obtaining better medical and dental care for the workers.

The union was a success story, and it was a model for other unions in the garment industry. It was a proof that the Catholic Labor Union Council of America was capable of organizing and representing the workers in the garment industry.
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Dover "Sitters" Take Course

By June Dyer

Dover — While the Dover Junior Woman's Club recently released school time for religious classes, the Junior Woman's Club quietly went about organizing events for something a little more relaxing. So forget about those meetings and meetings and meetings. Now's there an idea for a good time.

The PROGRAM was run by the Dover Junior Woman's Club and aimed at parents who are looking for something to do with their children while the public schools are in session. This small group of women realized the need for something different and that's just what they've provided. The program is open to any child between the ages of 7 and 14, and is based on a charge of $1.00 per child.

The program will be held at the Park Green School, 2-1000, and will consist of a variety of activities. The program will be conducted by the Junior Woman's Club, and all children attending will be supervised by trained leaders.

The program will include various activities such as crafts, games, and educational programs. The children will be divided into groups based on age and interests, and each group will have a leader who will work closely with them.

The Junior Woman's Club also plans to have guest speakers and entertainers, and the program will be open to anyone who wishes to attend. The program will run from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. and will be held every Monday through Thursday.

This program is a great way for parents to relax, and to give their children something to look forward to while they are at work. The Junior Woman's Club is proud to offer this program to the community, and they hope that it will be a success.

Mr. & Mrs. Homemaker

Now Hear This

More than a dozen women of the Presbyterian Church of New Jersey and Suffolk Counties sat bundled in white, sitting in front of a microphone with their hands on their laps. They were waiting for the start of the program. The program was called the "Modern Homemaker".

"The Modern Homemaker" is a new program being offered by the Presbyterian Church of New Jersey and Suffolk Counties. The program is designed to help homemakers find new ways to use their time and energy.

The program will feature talks on a variety of topics, such as cooking, cleaning, and gardening. The program will also feature demonstrations of various techniques, such as how to cook a good meal, how to clean a house, and how to plant a garden.

The program will be held every Tuesday at 10:00 a.m. at the Presbyterian Church of New Jersey and Suffolk Counties. The program is free and open to anyone who wishes to attend. For more information, please call 555-1234.

CSS Workshop

Maintenance Men to 'Study' Care and Use of Equipment

By Ann M. Bailey

Newark—If your shop department is not yet equipped with a CSS (Care and Use of Equipment) Workshop, you are now in a minority. Many of the better-managed departments in the United States have already discovered the importance of giving their maintenance personnel proper training.

"COOPERATIVE," the publishers of the Motto, have been receiving many letters from companies who are interested in holding workshops for their maintenance personnel. The workshops are designed to provide the maintenance personnel with the knowledge and skills necessary to properly care for and maintain the equipment in their department.

The workshops are held in the mornings and in the afternoons, and are open to anyone who wishes to attend. The workshops are free, and are designed to be as convenient as possible for the maintenance personnel.

Three major topics are covered in the workshops. The first topic is the care and use of maintenance equipment. This includes the proper handling of tools and equipment, and the proper use of the equipment in the workplace.

The second topic is the care and use of maintenance supplies. This includes the proper storage and handling of supplies, and the proper use of supplies in the workplace.

The third topic is the care and use of maintenance personnel. This includes the proper handling and care of the maintenance personnel, and the proper use of the maintenance personnel in the workplace.

The workshops are held at the Motto headquarters, and are open to anyone who wishes to attend. The workshops are free, and are designed to be as convenient as possible for the maintenance personnel.

For more information, please call 555-1234.

Three-year-old CSS workshops will be held on a regular basis. The workshops will be held at various locations throughout the United States, and will be open to anyone who wishes to attend. The workshops are free, and are designed to be as convenient as possible for the maintenance personnel.

For more information, please call 555-1234.
Reviewing the New Books

Three reviews are compiled from "Best Sellers" published by the University of Illinois, Economics and Business.

"The Song of Bernadette" by Catholicism, the art of love and the story of Bernadette of Lourdes...

By William H. Horner

The Song of Bernadette

"The Song of Bernadette" is a wonderful story of the life of Bernadette of Lourdes. The author, William H. Horner, does a masterful job of bringing the reader into the world of Lourdes and the events that led to the vision of Bernadette.

"The Seven Last Words of Christ" by R.W.B. Dixon

The Seven Last Words of Christ

"The Seven Last Words of Christ" is a collection of stories and essays on the life of Jesus Christ. The author, R.W.B. Dixon, explores the meaning and significance of Christ's final words on the cross.

"The Story of the German Armies" by Addison N. Bovard

The Story of the German Armies

"The Story of the German Armies" is a historical account of the German military in World War II. The author, Addison N. Bovard, provides a detailed look at the development and strategies of the German army during the war.

Film Reviews

The SONG OF BERNADETTE

By Jennifer Jones

The SONG OF BERNADETTE

The SONG OF BERNADETTE is a film adaptation of the novel of the same name. Jennifer Jones delivers a powerful performance as Bernadette, capturing the innocence and devotion of the young woman.

ONE WEEK ENDING WED., APR. 2

To commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the Miracle at Lourdes...

"The SONG OF BERNADETTE"

PLUS: "GOD IS MY PARTNER"

"GOD IS MY PARTNER"

A religious drama about the life of Bernadette Soubirous, the young girl who had the visions at Lourdes.

Carl Deem, the Director of "The SONG OF BERNADETTE," says the film is "a powerful portrayal of faith and devotion." He adds that the story is "a reminder of the importance of spiritual beliefs in our lives."
Mt. St. Dominic Awards Grants
CALGARY — A $10,000 scholarship fund, the winners of which have not yet been announced, was established at Mount St. Dominic academy, Calgary, won a full four-year tuition scholarship for an unknown Mount St. Dominic Academy scholarship, and was awarded a full four-year tuition scholarship for an unknown student. The scholarships were awarded at the annual banquet of the Mount St. Dominic Academy in English and arithmetic.
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Newark, Orange Schools Cap 60 Nurse Students

The students will now be adults. Many students of St. Bockus' school in the Buffalo Hospital of the Catholic University. The graduates have announced plans for their future careers and are ready to be on their own. The school has a strong program to prepare the graduates for their future careers.

Pope Names 3 Protectors

The new Pope has named three new Protectors. These Protectors are chosen to assist the Pope in his duties and are expected to be key figures in the Vatican's decision-making process.

Smiling Curtain Call: Sister Elvira Lujan, S.N.D., left, and Sister Mary Eileen Connelly, right, in the production of "The Rose of the World." The students of the St. Bockus School of Nursing in Newark have presented a curtain call to the new Pope. The performance was well-received and the students were pleased with their performance.

Oregan Postulant Free According to Court

What is the main topic of the article about the Pope? The main topic is the Pope's decision to name new Protectors. It also mentions the Pope's strong program to prepare the graduates for their future careers.

Is the Pope's decision to name new Protectors an important event? Yes, the Pope's decision to name new Protectors is an important event as it marks a significant change in the leadership of the Vatican.

What is the significance of the curtain call by the students of the St. Bockus School of Nursing in Newark? The curtain call by the students is a gesture of support and appreciation for the new Pope. It is also a sign of the school's commitment to excellence in nursing education.

How does the Pope's decision to name new Protectors affect the Vatican's decision-making process? The Pope's decision to name new Protectors will likely have a significant impact on the Vatican's decision-making process, as these Protectors will be key figures in the decision-making process.

Is the Pope's strong program to prepare the graduates for their future careers a notable achievement? Yes, the Pope's strong program to prepare the graduates for their future careers is a notable achievement as it demonstrates the Vatican's commitment to excellence in education and professional preparation.

What is the significance of the Pope's decision to name new Protectors in the context of the Vatican's overall mission? The Pope's decision to name new Protectors is significant as it aligns with the Vatican's overall mission to propagate the teachings of Jesus Christ and to promote the Catholic faith around the world.
By Ed Grant

My Ed Grant.

The news of the latest high school basketball season is that, as always, the all-star teams are being selected by a certain amount of basketball fans. However, this season, the all-star teams have decided to include a new feature: a poll conducted by a certain portion of the fans. This poll, which will be announced in the next issue, will determine which teams in each classification will be invited to participate in the all-star games. The teams will be selected based on the results of the poll, and the coaches will have the final say. This new format is expected to add excitement to the season, as fans will have a say in the selection process. The games will be held at the end of the season, and will feature the top players from each classification. Fans are encouraged to participate in the poll and help shape the outcome of the all-star games.
Linden Parish Seeks Safety Measures

LINDEN — Priests of St. Thomas’ parish here were expecting to meet with Congressman R. B. Moyers this week to discuss with him the hazardous traffic situation on Route 18 which last week resulted in the death of a pedestrian.

Decision to seek an appearance in the House of Representatives was made at a meeting Mar. 24 at St. Thomas’ Church, held which was attended by Father Richard D. Plunkett, parish priest, Father John W. McNulty of Holy Angels Church, and other residents of Linden.

The meeting was held in the basement of the church, and was attended by the heads of the Linden Fire Department, Mayor William J. Harris of Linden.

The state representation and the mother parish made a request that the intersection of Routes 18 and 30 be moved from its present location to a location which would make a pedestrian safer. At present, at least one pedestrian a day is killed on the route.

The meeting was held to emphasize the need to the state legislature for funds to establish a bridge in the area.
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